CHECK MATE

™

ELECTROSTATIC CLEANING SYSTEM

UNPARALLELED

PERFORMANCE.
UNMATCHED

CONVENIENCE.

THE CHALLENGE
Employ an effective and efficient cleaning system that helps reduce
the spread of bacteria, mold, and viruses—while also considering the
rigorous time constraints typically associated with facility maintenance
in high-use educational settings, such as:
+

Classrooms

+

Bathrooms

+

Locker Rooms

+

Cafeterias

+

Gymnasiums

+

Buses

THE SOLUTION
The Check Mate™ Electrostatic Cleaning System from Canberra
Corporation. By using the Check Mate suite of products, you can
provide rapid, uniform application of fast-acting chemicals to allow for
exceptional coverage in a fraction of the time—using chemicals that
boast kill times up to 10 times faster than competitive products.

TAKE CHARGE
OF A
ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING
When liquids are charged electrostatically, a positive charge is
added to each droplet. In the Check Mate System, the charge is
added to the droplet as it propels through the sprayer. Like magnets,
these droplets are attracted to surfaces—which typically carry a
negative charge—and spread out uniformly along that surface. The
benefits of an electrostatic sprayer include:
+

Better surface adhesion

+

Uniform coverage, even in hard-to-reach areas

+

Less chemicals required to treat the same surface area

+

Faster application time

65
%
70

%

LESS CHEMICALS

FASTER APPLICATION

THE CHECK MATE™ ELECTROSTATIC CLEANING SYSTEM
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CHOOSE YOUR CHEMICAL(S)
Husky® 418 Mold Control

Husky 824 Quick Care Disinfectant

A ready-to-use, EPA registered solution that eliminates

A concentrated, fast-acting disinfectant with no rinse

and prevents mold on hard and soft surfaces. No PPE is

required for most surfaces. This alkaline product sanitizes

required for this bleach, ammonia and alcohol-free formula.

hard surfaces in 15 seconds, disinfects a wide range of

It is colorless and odorless making it ideal for mold clean-up

bacteria and viruses in only 3 minutes and can sanitize soft

and prevention, disaster restoration and pre-treament of

surfaces.

building materials.

Husky 830 Food Service Sanitizer

Husky 814 Q/T Tuberculocidal Spray Disinfectant

Dye and fragrance free, Husky 830 is an EPA-registered,

A ready-to-use, dye-free and lemon fragranced disinfectant

non-ammonia-based sanitizer that comes ready-to-use.

cleaner. Effective against 27 organisms in 3 minutes or less

Cleans and sanitizes food and non-food contact surfaces, as

(Norovirus in 30 seconds). This

well as food processing equipment and more with no wipe

Bloodborne Pathogen compliant

required.

formula is also EPA approved to
kill Hepatitis A and Tuberculosis.

Husky 892 Arena Plus Disinfectant
A concentrated, neutral pH formula that cleans and
disinfects a wide range of bacteria and viruses in only 5
minutes (including Norovirus). Floor to ceiling application
without the need to rinse for most surfaces.

BETTER CLEAN.
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CHARGE IT WITH ELECTROSTATIC CLEANING POWER
The Victory Cordless Electrostatic Sprayer
Lightweight and portable, this 3.8 lb. professional electrostatic sprayer allows you to use less chemical and cover more surfaces
in a fraction of the time of conventional sprayers! Cordless and quiet, this versatile sprayer features a 3-in-1 adjustable nozzle
for different particle sizes. The 16.8V lithium-ion battery powers the unit for four continuous hours of use on a two-hour charge,
and the removable tank holds 33.8 oz. of liquid. Also available in a backpack unit with 2.25 gal. tank for larger facilities.
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ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF A FASTER, BETTER CLEAN
Uniform Coverage

Economical & Efficient

Convenient Self-Contained Sprayer

Using an electrostatic spray system

By applying cleaning solutions

Lightweight, portable, and battery-operated,

provides uniform coverage on areas that

electrostatically, you use 65%

with no cords or concerns for outlet type or

might otherwise be missed or forgotten

less chemicals and get a 70%

location. The system is compact and quiet,

during cleaning and disinfection.

faster application rate!

making it ideal for use in any environment.

HUSKY® CHEMICALS

CHECK MATE SPRAYERS

All Husky products are available for private brand.

HUSKY® 418 MOLD CONTROL
PRODUCT

SKU

6 - 32 oz. Husky 418

HSK-418-01

2 - 1 gal. Husky 418

HSK-418-71

CHECK MATE SPRAY BOTTLE
+
+
+
+

Consistent & continuous pump spray
Battery & propellant free
Compatible with any Check Mate chemical
Chemically resistant secondary labels available
PRODUCT

SKU

6-24 oz. Unlabeled Bottles

ULB-3184-68

HUSKY 814 Q/T TUBERCULOCIDAL
SPRAY DISINFECTANT
PRODUCT

SKU

12 - 32 oz. Husky 814

HSK-814-03

4 - 1 gal. Husky 814

HSK-814-05

HANDHELD UNIT
+
+
+

HUSKY 824 QUICK CARE
DISINFECTANT
PRODUCT

SKU

3 - 32 oz. Husky 824

HSK-824-21

6 - 32 oz. Husky 824

HSK-824-96

Cordless handheld unit weighs 3.8 lbs.
4 hours of continuous use on a 2-hour charge
3-in-1 adjustable nozzle to select droplet size
PRODUCT

SKU

Starter Kit – Handheld Sprayer, Charger, Battery &
Premium Carrying Bag

6900

Additional Lithium-Ion Battery - Compatible with
both Handheld & Backpack

6910

HUSKY 830 FOOD SERVICE
SANITIZER
PRODUCT

SKU

12 - 32 oz. Husky 830

HSK-830-03

HUSKY 892 ARENA PLUS
DISINFECTANT

BACKPACK UNIT

PRODUCT

SKU

6 - 32 oz. Husky 892

HSK-892-96

+
+
+

Cordless backpack unit weighs 10 lbs.
4 hours of continuous use on a 2-hour charge
3-in-1 adjustable nozzle to select droplet size
PRODUCT

SKU

Starter Kit – Backpack Sprayer, Charger, & Battery

6905

CONTACT CANBERRA CORPORATION TO
LEARN MORE OR SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION
OF THE CHECK MATE™ SYSTEM.
419-841-6616 · CANBERRACORP.COM · 3610 N. HOLLAND-SYLVANIA RD. · TOLEDO, OH 43615

Find additional
information and resources
about Check Mate on the

CANBERRA CORP APP
AVAILABLE ON:
Apple App Store
Google Play

061120

